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Anti-Slip effect – Sealgrip

The foamed mat made of polyurethane (PUR) is an ideal base for a
wide range of milling and cutting plotters. Due to ist high porosity,
slip and abrasion resistance, it has proven itself in countless
applications.
Lesyk does offer Sealgrip as rolls in several widhts and lengths.

now up to a roll width of 1.60 m
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Milling underlays for professionals
Anti-slip – glueing - classic

Increase efficiency by fixing small parts optimally.

Anti-slip with a good grip
Securely hold and fix
1- 3 mm thickness
1 m - 1,5 m - 1,53 m - 1,6 m roll width
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http://www.lesyk.de/epages/Lesyk.sf/de_DE/?ObjectPath=/Shops/Lesyk/Categories/Fraesunterlagen


Sticking effect –vilmill™
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thanks to its optimized adhesive layer, vilmill™ guarantees the
reliable fixing of filigree parts
the heat generated during the processing at the milling edge leads
to their embedding by melting the surface of vilmill™.
the result is a tight fit between the milling part and the underlay
which allows a reliable force transmission the detachment is
possible without residue
vilmill™ as vacuum diffusor
In addition to heat adhesion, the air-permeable textile assists in
consistent dispersion of the vacuum on the contact surface of the
milling part. This is particularly effective with filigree contours.
vilmill™ for cutting semi-finished products with higher thickness.

vilmill™-
- is equipped with a lighter adhesive
coating, whereby residues of the
milling edge can be avoided.

vilmill™-

- with a strong adhesive coating,
which ensures a particularly safe
embedding of small parts during the
milling process. Under certain
circumstances, the coating residues
can remain on the milled edge

Fix small parts securely
Special adhesive layers
„tensioning mechanism“
up to 2 m roll width
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Underlay - classic
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Available for various milling and cutting plotters

▪ Fixation by machine vacuum
▪ Various hardness levels
▪ Customised formats and rolls up to 1.5 m width

▪ Solid material structure for neat 
contours
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Do not hesitate to contact us to benefit from          
our competence based on a long experience

http://www.lesyk.de/epages/Lesyk.sf/en_GB/?ViewObjectPath=%2FShops%2FLesyk%2FCategories

